
Adjustable 1000x1000mm Double Sliding Door Glass Shower Screen in
Chrome

RRP: $1,034.95

Introducing our stunning sliding double-door shower enclosure,

meticulously designed to enhance your bathroom with a perfect blend of

style and practicality. Crafted from top-tier 6mm safety glass, this

sophisticated shower door seamlessly integrates into any bathroom or

renovation project. Effortless operation is guaranteed with the state-of-

the-art 16-wheel system, providing a smooth and noiseless experience

when opening and closing the doors. Moreover, maintaining its pristine

condition is a breeze, thanks to the convenient quick-release door feature.

This refined sliding double-door enclosure not only captivates with its

beauty but is also engineered for enduring quality. Backed by a

waterproof guarantee, it features magnetic seals and high-grade chrome

hardware, ensuring resilience against rust due to its stainless steel

components. The accompanying side panel offers a universal fit, allowing

for versatile right or left-hand installation with a 100mm wall adjustment.

At Della Francesca, we take immense pride in crafting shower screens of

unparalleled quality. Our products not only elevate the visual appeal of

your bathroom but also withstand the demands of family life, ensuring

sustained allure and functionality. Elevate your bathroom experience with

Della Francesca today!

Features:Features:

High quality aluminium channels with chrome hardware
Quick release rollers that are easy to clean
With waterproofing liners on fixed panels and sliding doors
Reversible glass panels: they can be fitted on the LEFT or on the
RIGHT hand side with a 100mm wall adjustment

Specifications:Specifications:

Height: 1950mm
6mm clear AS/NZS 2208 TEMPERED GLASS
Double metal wheels with bottom wheel spring
16 metal wheels system for smooth sliding operation
Double-Sliding Door: adjustable from 900-1000mm on both sides
Handle: Shower Handle Style 2 - Chrome finish

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: 1000x1000mm
Material: Shower Handle Style 2 - Chrome
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